
Temporary solution for IOSS number/ UK VAT number transfer to USPS  

 

E-commerce platform: Shopify 

Special scope : Shopify shipments, USPS 

Geographical area : USA  

 

 

Due to the fact that IOSS number/UK VAT number is not transferred to USPS via Shopify shipments one–

time label print solution and until EAS manages to do direct API integration for transfer of fiscal registry 

data to USPS, EAS proposes the temporary solution via a partner connection. 

The solution is provided by BLUE logistic provider and it is accessible vie https://blue.myib.com/register 

and requires registration and provision of a separate payment method (major credit card)   

!. Register as shown below and follow the instructions (some instructions will be sent by via e-mail 

and/or mobile phone provided during the registration)  

 

2.  Enter the user interface and enter registry data, pick up points , payment method , etc.   

 

 

 

https://blue.myib.com/register


 

2. Make sure to input proper payment method  in the “payment details” and make a refill: 

 

3. Ensure that the balance is positive  

 

4. Choose “New label” , enter the recipient name and delivery address  

 

 

While entering address press link “click here …..”  under the address line to input full address:   

 

Enter the package details  



Choose USPS as your delivery method  

The system will provide a list of shipping options (USPS First class International parcels in the example 

above) 

Click on the chosen variant and a new option “Full Customs Form” appears  

 

A new menu appears , where you have to choose Content type (always choose “Merchandise”).  

 

Enter all items in the order  one by one (ensure that you enter customs HST code) .  

Choose “More details” and the form will expand. You will need to enter the IOSS number and Tax 

reference identifier: 

 

 

Press “Apply” and then click “Purchase” below the chosen shipping method (see below)  

 

 

 

 

 



You label is now ready. You can print it along with the manifest. 

 

 

The service will automatically provide your IOSS/UK VAT data to USPS 

You are all set!  

 


